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: Value Education (Interactive session)

Choose Your Role Model

RDPS

Guest Lecture Hall

27th July, 2ot7 (40 minutes)

Class IV (A-E)

: Students' WorkshoP File

Description:
..children have nevdr.been very good at listening to their elders, but they have never

failed to imitate them."

- James Baldwin

A role mode! is a person whose behaviour, example, or success can be emulated by others,

espec!e!!i, by younger people. Role models are highly important for everyone psychologically, as

they help to guide us during our developmental stages, to make important decisions that affect the

outcome of our lives, and to help us find happiness in later life. To help the studerits'i'n-phoosing

their role model, an interactive value based session was taken up. The session began by asking the

students about the meaning of role model. Students came up with wonderful answers like an

example, a good person, etc. It was shared that a role model is any person who serve as an

_ , example of values, attitudes and behaviours associated with his/her role. It was emphasized that

role models can be any person who distinguish.themselves in such a way that others admire and

want to emulate them. Then, they were asked about their role models. They mentioned the name of

famous personalities like Mahatma Gandhi, Virat Kohli, MS Dhoni, Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, etc. The

session continued by showing them two videos 'The Lazy Brahmin' and 'The Magical Donkey'.

Students were asked to watch it carefully and choose their role model from the same. Most of the

students chose 'Birbal, from the video of 'The Magical Donkey' as their role model because he was

wise and clever. The session was concluded by sharing that having a correct role model ensures that

we learn to be successful and adaptive in later life. The session was successful in guiding them to

make right choices in choosing their role models. In all, the session was enriching for the

studettts.
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